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According to a new report released this week by IMS Research, the market for wireless infrastruc-

ture used to support video surveillance applications is expected to see tremendous growth over the next 
several years. In fact, due to demand for low-cost systems in emerging economies like China and India, 
the market is set to more than double from $274 million in 2011 to $705 million in 2017, an increase of 
nearly 160 percent. 

Although, given the current growth rate, we believe figures are a bit inflated, we still believe wireless is 
and will become more and more a big trend in CCTV, especially in Asia and the MEA region because of 
the lack of any existing wired surveillance infrastructure. 

 

This touches mainly city surveillance projects, Oil and Gas, Facilities, etc. 
It is expected that one day, the wireless CCTV growth will match the growth for the IP cameras, given that the IP CCTV 
is the driver for wireless deployment. It is that most of the opportunities today are in wireless bridges or simple Point to 

Multipoint applications when you can find a cost savings over trenching new cable (it is believed that wireless becomes 
cost-effective whenever you have 50m+ to dig). 
 

This is why, Harco being always keen to offer its customers the latest innovations and a comprehensible turn-key solu-
tion, has partnered with Fluidmesh, the leading manufacturer of wireless products for security, video-surveillance and 
any other critical applications. Fluidmesh is the only wireless vendor capable of providing solutions ranging from the 
simple point-to-point wireless link, to the large city-wide mesh network, to the pervasive point-to-multipoint network all 

based on the same hardware platform. 

Roger Ghostine 
Regional Business Development Director, MENA - Harco Group 
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Arecont Vision 

Ultra-low profile, Arecont Vision MicroDome™ H.264 all-in-one 
multi-megapixel cameras in 1.3-, 1080p, 3- or 5-megapixels, 
fast frame rates and a 4mm fixed lens in a flush mount indoor 
dome. True Day/Night functionality. Wide Dynamic Range 
(1080p and 3MP). Binning mode (3MP and 5MP). 1024-zone 
motion detection with privacy masking.  

MicroDome™ offers all of the great features of existing Arecont Vision megapixel camera technology like superior image quality 
and the industry’s fastest frame rates, and now in a much smaller, more discreet housing. With an integrated mechanical day/
night switcher and pixel binning in 3 and 5 megapixel, the MicroDome™ has excellent low-light capabilities. With an option for 
true Wide Dynamic Range of up to 100dB at full resolution there are no lighting conditions too tough for the MicroDome™.  
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The solution ACIC offers is either based on the following 4 vertical market-oriented software suites or is tailored to your spe-
cific needs. The solution is delivered in the form of software that is easy to install or as a “plug and play” installation on a server of 
our choice (handling up to 64 video streams).  

ACTIVITY DETECTION 

Automated videosurveillance 
Acic ActivityDetection® triggers an alarm when an object belonging to a specific category crosses a virtual line or is present for a 
given time in a secure area. ntelligent algorithms adjust to the environmental conditions in order to limit false alarms due to para-
site movements or changes in lighting. 

PANORAMA DETECTION 

Optical RADAR for wide-area surveillance: detection of 
persons, vehicles, or boats on panoramic images. Acic 
PanoramaDetection® constructs panoramic videos 
supplied by a constantly moving camera (visible or ther-
mal). This gigapixel video system can detect a boat at 
sea at a distance of more than 1 km. 

TRAFFIC MONITORING 

Acic TrafficMonitoring® is a highly efficient, flexible, and easily-integrated system that allows you to monitor the traffic on a road 
or freeway or in a tunnel and even throughout a town or city.  

PEOPLE COUNTING 

Acic PeopleCounting ® accurately counts the people 
passing in front of a camera. The camera can be attached 
to a low or high ceiling, and the passageway can be wide. 
The counting data can be consulted thanks to a graphical 
user interface or are communicated to the customer’s 
database (CRM, etc.). The customer counting system al-
lows you to monitor how many people visit your premises. 
In a commercial context, people counting allows you to 
measure the conversion rate (sale/visit ratio) and to as-
sess the impact of your marketing actions. 
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Municipalities, Public Safety , Transportation, Bor-
der Control, Campus/Plant Security. 

Technology Applications 

Fluidmesh Networks is the worldwide leader in wireless systems for security, industrial, and mission-critical applications. Its 
range of solutions covers point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and mesh networks with an unparalleled level of reliability, flexibil-
ity, and ease of use. The company is focused on the development of top-quality wireless products for security, video-
surveillance, condition monitoring and data communication in large areas at risk. Fluidmesh Networks’ target markets are munic-
ipalities, industrial plants, schools, seaports and marinas, archaeological sites, resorts, theme parks and racing tracks.  

Competitive advantages 

Fluidthrottle  

Reduce the cost of ownership by selecting the 
amount of throughput you need. 

Prodigy 

Intelligent wireless transmission protocol for maxi-
mum reliability. 

FMQauadro 

Free Web-based interface to easily configure, mon-
itor, and troubleshoot the network 

Fluidmesh is the only wireless manufacturer capable of providing on the same hardware platform solutions ranging 
from the simple point-to-point wireless link, to the large city-wide mesh network, to the pervasive point-to- multipoint 
network and to the fast moving world of mobility. This allows the user to build versatile networks without changing 
hardware, but, using different software configurations. The user can easily choose Fluidmesh radios, regardless of the 
application, and then pick the software set-ups depending on the requirements of the network. This unique approach 
can lead to substantial cost savings in any architecture, from a single link tocity-wide deployment, maximizing the re-
turn on investment for the end user. 

FLuidmax 

CSMA and TDMA Protocols for maximum flexibility 

http://www.fluidmesh.com/en/about-us/contact-us.html
http://www.fluidmesh.com/en/about-us/contact-us.html
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ExacqVision 

High Performance, High Reliability Servers 

Continuously record an amazing up to 800Mbps of video while hosting a local exacqVision client, multiple remote exacqVision cli-
ents, and the exacqVision web/mobile server on a single server. Redundant ,removable power supplies, solid-state operating sys-
tem drive, multiple NICs, high airflow cooling, and hardware monitoring features ensure maximum uptime. 

Up to 192 Cameras Per Server 

Up to 64 analog and 128 IP cameras per server. Compatible with over 1,000 IP camera models. Use our configuration calcula-

tor to find the perfect exacqVision server for your application. 

Enterprise Class Storage 

Up to 80TB of raw (72TB usable) storage per server using rugged continuous-duty, enterprise-class drives. RAID 
5 or 6 protects against 1 or 2 drive failures while maximizing usable drive space. Front mount drive bays allow 
for easy expansion and drive replacement. 40TB and smaller servers utilize 2TB drives for maximum throughput, 
48TB and larger systems use 4TB drives for maximum capacity. 

Rackmount Server Chassis 

Available in 2U, 3U and 4U rackmount server chassis with locking front covers. 

Local, Remote, Web, Mobile User Interfaces 

Access live and recorded video through client application on server, multiple free clients in-
stalled on remote PCs, web browsers or smart phones and tablets using free exacqVision iOS 
and Android application. 

Unlimited Scalability 

Pre-loaded with exacqVision Professional that easily licenses additional IP cameras up to server's camera, data rate and stor-
age limits. Add unlimited additional servers for greater capacity or dispersed geographic location. Upgrade to 

an enterprise license to easily manage multiple servers. 

Host Certified Software Applications 

All Z-series servers can host Certified Software Applications such as video analytic or point-
of-saleinterface on exacqVision servers. CSAs are software developed by Exacq technology 
partners and tested by Exacq for reliable operation on exacqVision servers. Save hardware 
costs, rack space, and support costs by loading multiple applications on one exacqVision 
server. 

3-Year Warranty and SSA 

3-year hardware warranty and SSA (Software Subscription Agreement) included. Update client, server and web server software 
with the latest exacqVision software features at no additional cost during 3-year SSA period. 

https://exacq.com/support/ipcams.php
https://exacq.com/config/
https://exacq.com/config/
https://exacq.com/products/exacqmobile.html
https://exacq.com/products/exacqmobile.html
https://exacq.com/products/exacqvision_pro.html
https://exacq.com/products/exacqvision_enterprise.html
https://exacq.com/support/video-analytics.html
https://exacq.com/support/retail-analytics.html
https://exacq.com/support/retail-analytics.html
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Raytec 
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Riva 
 

RIVA´s full IP camera line with H.264 compression includes all types of high performance box cameras, domes, PTZ domes, ther-
mal image and bullet cameras which provide brilliant images. Besides the extensive and complete Full HD camera line RIVA also 
offers a wide range of cameras with D1 resolution equipped with a lightsensitive CCD sensor which is ideal for use in low light 
conditions. A choice of RIVAs full HD IP dome cameras and the bullet camera RC6602HD for outdoor applications offer additional 
features as one-click auto focus and auto zoom as a standard. RIVA´s mini dome cameras RC3302HD and RC3702HD also include 
a repositionable pan/tilt – zoom/focus function with 16 PTZ presets. All PTZ speed dome cameras have removable IR cut filters for 
day/night applications and are available in D1 resolution and Full HD with a frame rate of 30 fps. RIVA´s full HD PTZ domes 
RC4202HD / RC4602HD with H.264/MJPEG and 360° endless rotation allow a high system accuracy and additionally offer a lot of 
features, such as 
20x optical zoom, WDR, dual stream, audio in-/output, 4 digital in-/2 digital outputs, 
micro SD card slot, and PoE. Furthermore, RIVA offers a thermal imaging camera series RTC1100, one of the world´s first IP  
cameras combining state of the art thermal imaging technology with embedded video analytics. Using a high performance micro-
bolometer-sensor and especially designed thermal imaging lenses, it is one of the most advanced camera systems available in the 
marketplace today, working in 8-14 μm wavelengths detecting heat radiation all objects emit. 
 

The RIVA camera line includes a range of high-performance Full HD IP-Domes such as the unique Mini Dome cameras RC3302HD 
for indoor and RC3702HD for outdoor applications. These IP-Domes were shortlisted for the IFSEC Award 2013 in the category 
“CCTV Camera Equipment Product of the Year”. RIVA´s remote repositioning Full HD IP-Domes with the size of a standard 5” Mini 
Dome and H.264/MJPEG offer the benefits of a PTZ camera. 

All cameras are delivered with the standard version of intelligent “onboard” 
video analytics at no extra cost. With self-learning algorithms installed, the 
cameras automatically adapt to changes in the environment and thus ignore 
e.g. repetitive movements of leaves on trees. The video analytics is an im-

RIVA´s product range also includes a professional encoder series with intelligent video       
analytics: RIVA´s RE1000, the one-channel encoder and RE4000, the 4-channel encoder 
transform an existing analog camera into a network-enabled IP camera providing extensive 
feature sets. 
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VideoIQ 
 

ICVR™ HD: On-Board Storage and Analyics 
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Harco IP CCTV Knowledge Day– Qatar 

 
ESE wins Arecont Vision Gold Partner Title 

Held at Rotana hotel-Doha on June 24th, 2013, the Harco IP CCTV Knowledge Day was a real success! Arecont Vision, 
Exacq Vision and ACIC each did a presentation followed by a discussion and exchanged questions and answers between 
attendees and speakers. At the end of the day, attendees took a quiz and Mr. Victor Mittri from Darwish technology won 
a prestigious and valuable award comprised of Arecont cameras, Exacq licenses and ACIC Anayltics… Congratulations! 

Mr. Rami Maamari - General Manager of Electronic Spe-
cial Equipment Co ( ESE ) was presented with Arecont 
Vision Gold Partner Certificate by Mr. Roger Ghostine 
(Regional BDD, MENA) and Mr. Yasser Al-Emadi (BDM, 
KSA) on April 21st, 2013. This certificate came as a 
result of ESE’s fantastic job promoting Harco Group and 
Arecont Vision .  

Furthermore, this prestigious title was given for the first 
time in KSA and ESE has earned it well! 


